
THE SUPER AUGER SYSTEM
for hogs, dairy & poultry

BH HIGH MOISTURE CORN DELIVERY SYSTEM
SBEESI

•••Yes, Now There's A
Flex-Auger For

High Moisture Corn
Now, Chore-Time has successfully developed a FLEX-AUGER

system to handle corn up to 27% moisture. You can now take ad-
vantage of the cost and energy saving of high moisture corn with-
out having to re-invest this money and energy in feed handling
setup. The system includes stainless steel bin boot and oversize
auger tube with smaller auger.
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Your imagination is the limit
when it comes to the feeding
layout you can get with Chore-
Time’s patented FLEX-AUGER
Feed Delivery System it goes
up, down, around, thru, over, or
under. And it does it all without
gears, corner cogs, or other
energy-eating mechanisms. The
secret is our sensible one-piece,
continuous, spring-type
“coreless” auger.
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A. Auger and tube for the 3 basic sizes of FLEX-AUGER
Auger comes in one continuous piece to fit your specific
building *

B. Our 30° discharge angle single outlet boot with
POSIFLO™ Feed Flow Control POSIFLO installs

between bin and feed delivery boot Prevents bridging
and "ratholmg” of feed Boot also available in twin out-
let version (as in diagram above)

C. High-efficiency Power Unit mounts at end of FLEX-
AUGER

D. Outlet drops for all models of FLEX-AUGER have a
shutoff

C E. Time clock is available to accurately program feeding
times System will also operate by control unit in one
feeder

FLEX-AUGER®- proven components for flexibility in any feeding setup
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CATTLE HOG POULTRY EQUIPMENT
RD4, EPHRATA, PA 17522

PHONE: 717-3^4-4271
★ SERVINGPA, N.J. and N.Y.

AGRI-EQUIPMENT. INC.
OFFERS COMPLETE SALES,

INSTALLATION, SERVICE

STORE HOURS:
Mon. - Fri.

7:30 to 5:30;
Sat 7:30 to 3:00
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